
ESSAY ON USES AND ABUSES OF COMPUTER AND INTERNET

words essay on Uses and Abuses of Computer Internet should be for development and other good purposes and not for
destruction and decay.

The invention of internet has saved our time and reduced our effort in almost every work. Internet is used
everywhere such as school, college, bank, shopping mall, railway, airport etc. Now a day the use of internet in
education is very common. Computer is an electronic device used for storing and analyzing information fed
into it, for calculating, or for controlling machinery automatically. Many people use internet for vulgar
chatting, nude films and immoral programs, in Pakistan, there is a mushroom growth of Net-Cafes and
computer-centers where in specially designed private cabins along with young boys and girls, elderly people
and small children too are seen busy in doing vulgar chatting and watching immoral programs. But it has
brought about a great revolution in the field of communication. Though we can point out many advantages of
internet, there are some abuses of internet too. It has become possible due to the uses of internet. The uses of
internet for students is very necessary as a student can get all his syllabus oriented information on the web. By
using this site, you agree to the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy. The Internet has its own good points and
weaknesses. It helps us in getting every information in a click. Teenagers are seen addicted to internet. Now
we can do calculations with great speed and accuracy. Now, through internet, almost all the computers of the
world are interconnected with one another. Computer is not blessing in all. A computer is capable of doing
extremely complicated work in all branches of learning. Again with the popularity of social networking sites, a
new trend of spreading rumors in public is seen these days. Because in internet or web anyone can post any
information. Cyber bullying- It is another major problem that the people are facing today. Internet has reduced
the load of works from our offices. Conclusion to internet essay: â€” Different people have a different opinion
on internet. Children who used internet have scored more in standardized tests of reading than the others who
used it less than the six months. Uses of internet for students: â€” The uses of internet for students is like a
blessing on them. Generally, abuses of internet or internet abuse means the improper use of the internet. Cyber
bullying is increasing and it is affecting the lives of those who are abused deeply. Uses of internet in education
has made us wiser than before, use of internet in business has formed a different and wider market for us. We
can get benefited if we can skip the abuses of internet and use it to enhance our knowledge.


